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MaxCyte:Three-part business model
Cells to
discover drugs

Direct cells to
kill cancer

Cells as drugs

CARMA

DRUG DISCOVERY

CELL THERAPY

CARMA

Flow Electroporation®
Cell Therapy

Blue-chip client base
including all top 10 and 20
of 25 top global pharma
companies*

* By revenue
November 2018

Licenses granted to 55+
cell therapy programmes,
25+ for clinical use

2017 - $14m
2016 - $12m
2015 - $9m
Stable ~90% Gross Margin

CARMA: Next
generation mRNA
CAR-based product

Drug Discovery

$Multi-million
Licencing
Opportunities
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Investment highlights
• Global cell therapy company driving the next generation of cell-based medicines based on proprietary Flow
Electroporation® technology
• High efficiency, reproducible, scalable cell engineering; overcomes need for viral vectors
• Proprietary platform unlocks the potential of mRNA-engineered stem cells, NK cells, and T-cells

• Licenses granted to 55+ cell therapy programs, 25+ for clinical use excluding CARMA
• Blue-chip client base including all of the top 10 and 20 of the top 25 global pharma companies
• License fee / milestone opportunities
• Four commercial agreements, including two announced Q418

• CARMA: Unique, novel mRNA-based CAR product for solid or liquid tumors
• First IND filing completed for CARMA candidate MCY M11; first-in-human trial began in Oct 2018 for ovarian cancer
and peritoneal mesothelioma
• CARMA potential demonstrated by MXCT pre-clinical models and independent 3rd-party human data
• Significant reductions in cell processing and manufacturing time – providing patients with timely access to treatment

• Strong and consistent revenue growth with ~90% margins provides validation and upside
• Partnerships reduce need for capital
• LSE: MXCT / MXCR
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Proprietary Flow Electroporation®
Patented, proprietary large-scale and regulatory-compliant platform
for cell engineering

Redirect
cells to kill
cancer

Edit and
correct
genes

Any Molecule.
Any Cell.
Any Scale.®

Cells to
discover
drugs
mRNA, siRNA
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Cell therapy landscape today
• Biopharma industry in very early stages in terms
of realizing cell therapy’s potential
• Recent regulatory approvals of cell therapies in
immuno-oncology and emergence of uniquely
powerful gene-editing tools is driving an explosion
of investment and opportunities in cell therapy
• Many drug developers now making strides in
cancer and also in infectious disease (HIV),
inherited genetic disease, autoimmune
cardiopulmonary and others
• Cells will be next big area of medicine: surgical,
radiation, chemo, protein
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We are only at
the beginning
of the
unleashing of
the power of
cells
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MaxCyte at forefront of the cell therapy revolution

Patient

Patient
Gene Editing Tools
(e.g. CRISPR Cas9)

Cells of Interest
Isolated

Apheresis /
Leukapheresis

MaxCyte GT
Electroporation
Platform

Engineered Cell
with corrected DNA

Genetic “Toolkit” delivered
with high efficiency

Engineered cells delivered
back to patient

Nucleic Acid
(mRNA/DNA)
Cells Electroporated
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Engineered cell expressing
protein of interest (e.g. CAR-T)

MaxCyte at forefront of the cell therapy revolution:
Solving challenges critical to industry success
Efficiency &
Potency

Safe

Therapeutic
advancement

Reproducible
Cellular Engineering

Simplified manufacturing

Regulatory compliance

Regulatory Compliant
Non-viral
Scalable

A validated and differentiated approach to cell engineering
November 27, 2018
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MaxCyte’s ‘enabling’ technology at the center of 55+ nonexclusive, non-CARMA drug development partnerships
•

Programmes managed and funded by the relevant partner (not MaxCyte) under non-exclusive licences

•

Regulatory agencies are accelerating approvals for novel therapies that treat serious disease

•

55+ pre-clinical research licences, of which 25+ are clinical programme licences, can result in MaxCyte capturing significant commercial value

RESEARCH & CLINICAL PARTNERS*

PRE-CLINICAL RESEARCH

CLINICAL*

NON-EXCLUSIVE COMMERCIAL RIGHTS

Renal cell carcinoma
Pancreatic cancer

**
+

Neuroblastoma
Hodgkin's lymphoma
Oncology

+

Triple negative breast cancer
Leukemia
Ovarian cancer
Mesothelioma
Beta thalassemia

Onkimmune
Inherited Genetic Diseases

+

Sickle cell disease
Severe combined immunodeficiency disease

Cardiovascular

Pulmonary arterial hypertension

Infectious disease

HIV

* Confidential partners/programmes not listed
** Includes limited exclusivity
+ Potential for combined clinical and approval milestones >$250M USD

Sickle Cell Disease
Chronic Granulomatous Disease
November 18
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Intellectual property: Strong issued patents and pending applications
Significant trade secret protection: Instrument, consumables, applications, CARMA™
Intellectual Property

High Efficiency

ü Flow electroporation (2029)

ü Controled / Consistent

ü Method applications
(2036)
8 / Rep

ü Scalable

ü CARMA* platform

ü Non-toxic

ü *Methods of treatment

1.
1.

2.

ü Skew therapeutic index

ü Technical support

4.

3.

ü GMP

ü Regulatory support

ü Regulatory master file

ü Provide FTO

ü In clinical trials

ü Enabling Technology

ü 25/55 programs in clinic
De-risked Product Profile

Clinically Validated

Recent deals: 2H2018

Onkimmune
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MaxCyte’s Flow
Electroporation®
technology uniquely
solves a critical
barrier for
successful cell
therapies:
reproducible,
efficient, scalable
cell engineering
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Deal value
• Research stage: Instruments and disposables
• Clinical stage: Development milestones, technology access and disposables fees
o Clinical/regulatory milestones are substantial; grow in size as partner achieves clinical success,
typically beginning with 6- or low 7-figure early clinical milestones and expanding in value as
programs reach regulatory approval
• Commercial stage: Transition to commercial delivers a significant step-up in value
o Sales-based payments (royalties and/or sales milestones)
o Commercial roll-out through broad geographies
o Leads to expansion of total fees from growing technology access fees and per-patient
disposables revenue
• Each new deal validates MaxCyte’s position in the marketplace, enabling more recent deals to have higher
overall value than earlier deals
o Specific value of each deal varies based on relationship scope, products and indication(s), patient
populations and treatment approach, and geography
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CARMA™

CARMA™

Potentially Safe, non-viral, commercial approach to cancer therapies

Patient
Apheresis
Product

mRNA CAR
MaxCyte

Blood Collection

Aliquot and
Cryopreservation

Multiple
Doses

< 1 Day

Infusions

• Unique platform has potential to target any protein in any indication
CAR therapies as initial application

• mRNA approach offers significant additional target opportunities in both solid and
blood cancers
• High value product and platform licensing opportunities
November 2018
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Mesothelin (MSLN):

First solid tumour target for CARMA™
• GPI anchored membrane protein (~40 kDa)
• Shown to bind to CA-125 suggestive of role in
cell adhesion, tumour invasion and metastasis
• Very low expression on normal tissues, mainly
restricted to “non critical” tissues
• Over-expressed on multiple adenocarcinomas
with high unmet medical need

Frequency and distribution pattern of the MSLN protein
in solid malignancies

Mesothelioma, Pancreatic & Ovarian (~80%+)
TN Breast, Lung, Gastro-esophageal, colorectal (~40%+)

• Currently available clinical experience:
Established ability to specifically target mesothelin and localize
to mesothelin positive tumors
Established preliminary safety
Demonstrated early signals of clinical benefit
Observed evidence of immune activation and induction of
mesothelin-specific T cell responses
Cancer Discov. 2016 Feb; 6(2):133-46, Pastan, PNAS (1996)
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Expected 12-month news flow
Drug Discovery
Expansion of core customer base
Continued growth of single use products

Cell Therapy
Additional cell therapy programmes
Further commercial deals

CARMA™
CARMA first in human Ph I trial commenced in Q4
2018
Trial data developing for potential safety and
efficacy

November 2018
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MaxCyte: Leading partner for the cell therapy revolution
• Enabling pre-clinical research, clinical development and
commercialization of cell therapies
•

•

In high value disease areas with significant unmet medical
need such as the oncology focused work of partners CRISPR
Therapeutics and Precision Biosciences
o These companies are using different approaches to
develop/manufacture product candidates using many of
the broad spectrum of gene editing tools in the field
Demonstrates the industry-leading performance of MaxCyte’s
technology
o Ability to enable a breadth of applications
o Go-to technology for cell engineering

• CARMA™ as next-generation platform for immunooncology; first product candidate now in clinical testing
November 2018
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Thank You!

www.MaxCyte.com

